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BRUSSELS HAS EVERYTHING TO HOST YOUR (INTER)NATIONAL EVENT!
Not only state of the art conference facilities with nearby accommodation solutions are available, but attendees of your event can also enjoy
the different aspects of the lively city Brussels is.
Everything is easy accessible and at close range, connected through the dense public transport system. You can travel on a sustainable way
(metro, tramway,…) from one side of the city to the other in almost no time.
Attendees with a few spare moments can take the time to visit one of the numerous museums (Magritte museum, Comic Strip museum, …) or
take a tour around the variety of historical sites. Or enjoy the presence of any of the numerous seasonal events such as “Bruxelles les Bains”,
“Plaisir d’Hiver”, ... .
The variety of parks and green areas spread over the city centre as well as the continuing efforts of local business to become greener, make
Brussels a “Green Capital”. Several hotels in Brussels are awarded with a “Green Key”, an eco label awarded to hotels that meet the strict
criteria’s to become ‘greener’ hotels.
Attendees can wander around the Brussels’ shopping boulevards, such as Avenue Louis, Rue Neuve, ... or discover the latest Belgium design
and fashion stores at Rue Dansaert. For those who stayed at home, our world famous beers or chocolates are for sale at the Sablon or near the
Grand Place.
Attendees willing to continue their network activities in the evening can dine in the variety of restaurants
spread over our cosmopolitan city, offering international dishes or local specialties : Belgian ‘fries’, ‘waffles’,
….
Belgium is famous for its beers; attendees have to make sure they taste at least one
before leaving the city. Lively areas such as Place St Gery, Place Luxembourg,… offer
the possibility to do so in presence of many locals.
So do not hesitate to host your next event in
Brussels!
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Within the yet existing hotel accommodation you can find a
variation of international branded hotels as well as some unique
family owned boutique hotels. All representative for what you can
expect as an international traveler.
More than 18 000 bedrooms are available, all connected through
the dense public transport network, going from the international
airport to the international trainstation (Eurostar, Thalys, …).
Delegates can get easily from their hotel to the conference venue.
Close to the proposed conference venue, the “Tour & Taxis”, a
wide range of hotel accommodation is available : some budget
friendly some offering an overwhelming luxury.
At walking distance from the conference venue more than 2500
bedrooms are available, anno 2011, namely :
four 3 hotels or more than 250 bedrooms
seven 4 hotels or more than 2200 bedrooms
During their stay, delegates can enjoy the vitality of the closeby
historic city centre : restaurant, bars, …
Further down town Brussels, accessible by public transport, another
10 000 bedrooms can be found. So plenty of opportunities!

To discover these opportunities “Tour & Taxis” recommends you to
contact the “Brussels Booking Desk” for any further
accommodation arrangements.
The “Brussels Booking Desk” is a joined venture from the “Brussels
Convention Bureau” (Visit Brussels) and the “Brussels Hotels
Association” (BHA), supported by the “Brussels Special Venues”
(among them “Tour & Taxis”).
The “Brussels Booking Desk” is a “free service” assisting event
organizers with the selection & pre-booking of the required hotel
accommodation.
Why the “Brussels Booking Desk” ?
a first result within moments after your first contact,
a guaranteed availability within the partner hotels (+10 000
rooms),
advantageous pre-booking rates and conditions,
professional support free of charge,
assistance with site inspections & hotel selection,
… and many more raisons which you will discover when
contacting the Brussels Booking Desk !

The Brussels Booking Desk’s hotel inventory can be found on
the next page.

BRUSSELS BOOKING DESK'S HOTEL SELECTION
The hotels are ranked based on the classification. The classification is the official classification.
Hotel

Classification

Distance

Address

Husa President Park

0,7 km

Boulevard du Roi Albert II 44

1000 Brussels

North Station

Hotel Belmont

1,0 km

Boulevard d'Anvers 10

1000 Brussels

Place Rogier

31 #

Thon Hotel City Centre

1,1 km

Avenue du Boulevard 17

1210 Brussels

Place Rogier

454 #

Colonies (Hotel des)

1,1 km

Rue des Croisades 6-10

1210 Brussels

Place Rogier

97 #

Dôme (Le)

1,2 km

Boulevard du Jardin Botanique 9

1000 Brussels

Place Rogier

125 #

Sheraton Brussels

1,2 km

Place Rogier 3

1000 Brussels

Place Rogier

511 #

Hilton Brussels City

1,4 km

Place Rogier 20

1000 Brussels

Place Rogier

283 #

Hotel Progress

1,4 km

Rue du Progress 9

1210 Brussels

Place Rogier

57 #

MaxHotel (Concepthotel)

1,6 km

Boulevard Adolphe Max 107

1000 Brussels

Place Rogier

63 #

Plaza (Le)

1,6 km

Boulevard Adolphe Max 118-126

1000 Brussels

Place Rogier

193 #

Hotel Queen Anne

1,6 km

Boulevard Emile Jacqmain 110

1000 Brussels

Place Rogier

60 #

Hotel Siru

1.6 km

2 Rue des Croisades

1210 Brussels

Place Rogier

101 #

Crowne Plaza City Centre

1,8 km

Rue Gineste 3

1210 Brussels

Place Rogier

354 #

You can reach the experts of the Brussels Booking Desk at :
Brussels Booking Desk
Rue Royale 2-4 Koningsstraat
Bruxelles 1000 Brussel
Tel: +32 (0)2 563 61 04
info@brusselsbookingdesk.be
www.brusselsbookingdesk.be
Contact person : Mr. Wim Nicolaï

Region

Capacity
297 #

LOCATION OF THE HOTELS

Inventory Hotels

01 Husa President Park
02 Hotel Belmont
03 Thon Hotel City Centre
04 Colonies (Hotel des)
05 Dôme (Le)
06 Sheraton Brussels
07 Hilton Brussels City
08 Hotel Progress
09 MaxHotel (Concepthotel)
10 Plaza (Le)
11 Hotel Queen Anne
12 Hotel Siru
13 Crowne Plaza City Centre

